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Abstract— In the network infrastructure a Mobile Adhoc 

Network (MANET) is an emerging network and latest 

research topic among the researchers. Due to the flexibility 

and independent network infrastructure MANET is become 

more popular. MANET has some unique characteristics 

along with some more challenges in comparison to any other 

conventional network. MANET has no centralized 

infrastructure it has dynamic network topology so that the 

security problems of MANET are exists. This paper 

represents Local Detection Techniques, Global Detection 

Technique along with data collection technique. In MANET 

one the major security challenge is Intrusion Detection, this 

paper proposed a framework for intrusion detection in 

MANET.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MANET is very fastest growing network which is an 

assembly of small and powerful devices. In MANET there is 

no centralized authority to control all the devices connect 

with each other and perform communication with each other. 

MANET has dynamic topology, self organizing and adaptive 

in nature so that the security issue is the major challenges in 

this network infrastructure. Message routing, Active and 

Passive attacks, Blackhole attacks, Warmhole attacks, TCP 

based segment attacks are some attacks which are very 

dangerous for the MANET network.  

Encryption and authentication are the preferably 

techniques which are used for defence but they are not 

sufficient. The security problems are emerging more because 

the MANET becomes more complex. Intrusion detection is 

the second level of defence which can used to minimize 

damage to the system.  There are many intrusion detection 

techniques proposed in the wired networks where all the 

nodes are interconnected with switches, routers or gateways.  

On the contrary, MANET does not have such 

devices. It’s an open medium for communication where each 

node is free to participate in the network so that legitimate 

and malicious users can also access. Thus many intrusion 

detection systems are introduced for MANET because the 

IDS techniques used in the wired networks apply directly to 

MANET.  

II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

1) In the MANET the more focus is given on the Routing 

protocol, connectivity but layer based security is still not 

done. Approaches on security issues in TCP over 

MANET, Cryptography etc.  

2) For MANET the user can utilize the network resources 

by connected through the network. But when the global 

connectivity issue arises there is no attention given for 

the active attacks.    

3) In some researches the trust level are not define correctly 

to identify the intruder. The work must be extended to 

identify the correct threshold so that the intruder must by 

identify correctly.  

4) There is some intrusion detection systems which are very 

good to identify when one or two intruders are present in 

the network like watchdog. A scalable model can be 

proposed for the Adhoc environment so that it can be 

good IDS where there is the present of multiple intruders.  

5) The basic fundamental rule for ADHOC network is no 

central authority. Some researchers are carried out with 

central authority which is not feasible.  

6) The work is carried out in Detection engine with only 

specification and anomaly based 

III. LOCAL DETECTION ENGINE 

A. Data Collection Technique: 

1) Host Based Technique :- This technique is not dependent 

on the architecture since the audited data can also be 

collected by use of agent technology 

2) Network Based Technique: - The network based 

techniques are depending on the architecture of network 

though there is no concentration point in MANET. The 

network based audit data is not used in MANET. It does 

not mean that the information or audit data cannot collect 

by using network based. Each node can hear in and out 

transmission of neighboring node unless until the node is 

in radio range of other nodes. This is considered as a 

assumption and many researchers suggest to use this 

assumption by each node and can be further used as 

network based audited data sources 

The raw data is collected and by using algorithm the 

raw data is processed. Noise reduction, to find out important, 

second and useless features the data is converted into the 

correct format. The fuzzy based, neural based or data mining 

based is the algorithms used for the prediction. 

B. Detection Engine: 

Detection engine receive the data for further processing. The 

detection engine are classified into three techniques : -  

1) Signature based technique: -In this technique the known 

patterns are kept and when the suspicious activity or the 

behavior of network noticed it is compared with the 

enlisted patterns if they matched then it is considered as 

a attack. 

2) Anomaly based technique: - The profiles of normal 

behavior of nodes are defined and then the threshold is 

defined of normal behavior of node. Then the network is 

controlled if any behavior found unmatched it is 

considered as attack.  

3) Specification Based Technique: - In this the constraint of 

correct operation of a programme or protocol defined. 

The programme run and if the behavior found diverted it 

considered as a attack.  

From the above detection engine the node is 

identified as an attacker. If the node is identified or it found 

suspicious activity then the node is passed to the analyze 

service. 
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C. Distributed IDS analyze Service: 

The output of Local IDS are send to analyze service and IDS 

alert message. This service is use when the enough evidence 

is not for intrusion as a prevent measure and the information 

is forwarded to IDS alert distribution to inform other nodes. 

D. Distribution Services:  

The alert messages are received and distributed to the 

neighbor nodes or the nodes come under the radio range. 

Then after to evaluate the reputation values the service of 

Trust Management is informed. The reputation values are 

depending upon the rebroadcasting of neighboring nodes. If 

the neighbor node resend then the reputation update 

procedure accordingly done or if the node doesn’t broadcast 

or the alert message corrupted then the trust management can 

be evaluate the reputation value accordingly. The receipt IDS 

alert message it passes through Trust Management 

E. Trust Management: 

Trust Management service is responsible for maintaining the 

co-operation between the nodes. The service is enforcing co-

operation between the nodes. There are the three values of 

trust as proposed by Jiangy Hu.  

T is use as a Trust value to represent the 

trustworthiness of nodes. There are three values of Trust. The 

Three values are indicated below  

 If  T=1  i.e. Trustworthy 

 If  T=-1  i.e. Untrustworthy 

 If Tt=0   i.e. Trustworthy not decided 

The well behaved nodes are considered as a 

Trustworthy while the node which misbehaves considered as 

a untrustworthy. The new nodes in the network taking interest 

are usually those Trustworthy was not yet decided. 

Each node consist reputation table which have the 

reputation values of its neighbor. The routing tables are 

updates by direct observation.  

The information of reputation table are not shared 

globally unless until the request is not made by node 

 Rt is the threshold 

 The range of R is in between 0 &1 i.e. 0<=R<=1 

 R>=Rt Trustworthy 

 R<=R1 Untrustworthy 

And for the new node the reputation value R and 

Trust value T 

 T=1; If R>=Rt 

 T=-1; if R<Rt 

 T=0; If R<0 

The behavior of the node decided its reputation 

value. The node sends the IDS alert message to the neighbor 

node. If the neighbor node rebroadcast the IDS alert message 

then the originator node increase the reputation value. 

If the IDS alert message rebroadcast with change or 

does not rebroadcast then the reputation value is downgraded. 

Each node maintains the reputation value to its 

neighbor nodes or the node come in its radio range. If a node 

wants to enquire with another node which is beyond its radio 

range. It will ask the all trustworthy nodes about the specific 

node and the average of all the replies set the reputation value 

of that node. The trustworthy or reputation value is decided 

by the correctness of IDS alert message. There are the 

evidences monitor the alert message and if it doesn’t have 

enough evidence and it is declared as a false message.  

 
Fig. 1: Local Intrusion Detection 

IV. GLOBAL DATA COLLECTION MODULE  

The data received from the Local and data received from the 

neighbor nodes are raw inputs in the global detection. In the 

figure 2 the global Data Collection module is shown. The data 

collected from Local IDS only from trust database or 

reputation database. In the next section the Audit of Global 

Data take placed followed by the detection engine. Then the 

analysis of trust and reputation is done in another section. 

Next, the updating of the trust table and also update the 

neighboring database, the global database and the profile 

from the neighbor.  

A. Detection Engine: 

As early stated that in the Local IDS there are three detection 

engine namely : 

1) Signature   

2) Anomaly    

3) Specification 

With the above discussion on detection engine one 

additional thing is the classification are changed and the Trust 

Management. It can analyze the nodes as already discussed 

and if the node doesn’t found enough evidence or does not 

meet the required threshold than it is discarded 

B. Trust Table: 

Trust table are the accurate table which is generated and it is 

indirect list of the neighbor. This table consist the trust level 

of the nodes by which the nodes are examine. 
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Fig. 2: Global Collection Modules 

C. Gobal Detection Engine (Voting Mechanism): 

There are the two list which generated by Global Detection 

engine as proposed by the Hussain (Shodhganga) 

1) Direct Friend list :- This is the list of trusted node which 

finally added to the list 

2) Indirect Friend List: - This list is provides by the 

neighbor nodes a final trusted nodes. 

The trust level generated by Global Detection 

Engine 

Node Trust Level 

I 1/5 

II 3/5 

III 2/5 

IV 4/5 

V 3/5 

Table 1: Trust Table 

As seen above there are five node and each nodes 

has its trust level. 

D. Global Database: 

On the basis of voting mechanism the above trusted list is 

generated. This trusted node list level are known as Global 

Database which is used for a reliability need to decide routing 

path etc.  

V. FINAL FRAMEWORK FOR DETECTION ENGINE 

To design fully fledged Intrusion Detection Engine for Adhoc 

network for Signature, Anomaly and Specifications based are 

not easy task. Here it is concentrate on all types of possible 

attacks which includes TCP Header, DOS attack, blackhole 

and wormhole attack. There are also so many attacks like 

cache poisoning, delay in packet transmission packet 

dropping etc are include in the above type of attacks  

 
Fig. 3: Final Frameworks for Detection Engine 

VI. SUMMARY 

In the proposed framework the Trust and Reputation 

Database is generated by the Local Detection Engine. This 

trust based framework will protect the node from malicious 

node. It’s a combination of Detection engine and trust 

management which rigorously investigate by step to step 

approach. The database generated by the Local IDS is sent to 

Global IDS for alerts and distribution among the neighbor 

nodes. But before sharing the information it is again checked 

by Global detection engine which provide robustness against 

propagation of false trust information by malicious nodes.  

Although it is based on previously discussed model 

but this model is light and fast responsive and have capability 

to find out malicious nodes.  
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